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ABSTRACT
Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) daytime longwave (LW) radiances are determined from the difference between a total (TOT) channel (0.3–200 mm) measurement and a shortwave
(SW) channel (0.3–5 mm) measurement, while nighttime LW radiances are obtained directly from the TOT
channel. This means that a drift in the SW channel or the SW portion of the TOT channel could impact the
daytime longwave radiances, but not the nighttime ones. This study evaluates daytime and nighttime CERES
LW radiances for a possible secular drift in CERES LW observations using spectral radiances observed by
Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS). By examining the coincidental AIRS and CERES Flight Model 3
(FM3) measurements over the tropical clear-sky oceans for all of January and July months since 2005,
a secular drift of about 20.11% yr21 in the daytime CERES-FM3 longwave unfiltered radiance can be
identified in the CERES Single Scanner Footprint (SSF) Edition 2 product. This provides an upper-bound
estimation for the drift in daytime outgoing longwave radiation, which is approximately 20.323 W m22 yr21.
This estimation is consistent with the independent assessment concluded by the CERES calibration team.
Such secular drift has been greatly reduced in the latest CERES SSF Edition 3 product. Comparisons are
conducted for the CERES window channel as well, and it shows essentially no drift. This study serves as
a practical example illustrating how the measurements of spectrally resolved radiances can be used to help
evaluate data products from other narrowband or broadband measurements.

1. Introduction
As the successor of the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE), the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant
Energy System (CERES) plays a pivotal role in the continuation of monitoring the top-of-atmosphere (TOA)
radiation budget (Wielicki et al. 1996; Loeb et al. 2007,
2009). CERES instruments consist of two broadband
channels (a total channel and a shortwave channel) and
one narrowband channel. The total (TOT) channel measures radiation from 0.3 to 200 mm and the shortwave
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(SW) channel measures between 0.3 and 5 mm. The
narrowband channel is the thermal IR window (WN;
8.1–11.8 mm) channel. The digital count recorded by each
channel is first converted to calibrated ‘‘filtered’’ radiances, which is the convolution of the actual radiances
intercepted by the optics and the spectral response
function of each channel. An ‘‘unfiltering’’ algorithm is
then applied to obtain the ‘‘unfiltered’’ radiances, that is,
the actual radiances prior to entering the optics (Loeb
et al. 2001). The TOA flux is then estimated from the
unfiltered radiances using empirically derived angular
distribution models (ADMs; Loeb et al. 1999, 2005).
During the nighttime periods, the unfiltered TOT radiances are the longwave (LW) unfiltered radiances (i.e.,
the broadband radiance emitted by our climate system).
During the daytime, the LW unfiltered radiances are the
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differences between the unfiltered TOT and SW radiances. Therefore, any secular drift that affects the SW
channel or the SW portion of the TOT channel will eventually propagate to the estimation of daytime unfiltered
LW radiances, and consequently to the estimation of
daytime outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), but not to
the nighttime counterparts. Such a SW drift and its impact on the trend of OLR have been shown before for
the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) instrument (Wong et al. 2006) when decadal OLR trends
have been carefully examined.
A spaceborne thermal IR spectrometer that measures the spectrally resolved radiances over a large
portion of the longwave spectrum is not affected by
solar radiation. Thus, when a thermal IR spectrometer
and CERES are aboard the same satellite, coincident
measurements can provide quantitative insights about
the relative drift, if any, of daytime LW unfiltered radiances with respect to the nighttime ones. AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared Sounder; Aumann et al. 2003; Chahine
et al. 2006) was aboard Aqua, together with two CERES
instruments—Flight Models 3 and 4 (FM3 and FM4,
respectively)—which gives us an opportunity to explore
this approach. For comparison, we can also evaluate the
CERES window channel radiances with the same approach. Because WN unfiltered radiance is not dependent on daytime SW measurements, no drift should be
expected. This serves as an independent check of our
analysis methodology.
The sections below are organized as follows. Section 2
describes the satellite datasets and methodology that
we employ in this study. The main results are presented
in section 3, followed by conclusions and discussions
in section 4.

2. Dataset and collocation
a. CERES and AIRS datasets
Two CERES instruments, FM3 and FM4, were aboard
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Aqua satellite. The CERES datasets used in
this study are the Aqua CERES Single Satellite Footprint (SSF) TOA/Surface Fluxes and Clouds Editions 2
(Loeb et al. 2005) and 3. In Edition 2, time-dependent
changes in the shortwave response of the total channel
are derived using observations of deep convective clouds
by all three channels of the instruments (Priestley et al.
2011). The idea is to adjust the SW portion of the TOT
spectral response so that there is a ‘‘balance’’ between the
SW channel and the SW portion of the TOT channel to
yield an unbiased daytime LW radiance. Unfortunately,
while this method works well for deep convective clouds,
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a day–night LW bias still occurs for all-sky conditions.
In Edition 3, a new algorithm (Loeb et al. 2012, hereafter LOE) is used that includes wavelength-dependent
changes in the SW and SW portion of the TOT channel
spectral response. The coefficients in the new algorithm are derived from clear-sky scenes over the
oceans, and the algorithm is based on an expression
of the loss of transmission with wavelength in the
SW part only (details can be found in the appendix
of LOE). Corrections to the SW portion of the TOT
spectral response function are derived in order to remove any drift with time in the day–night LW against
the day–night WN radiance relationship.
The planned operational modes for CERES are that,
at any given time, one CERES instrument is placed in
a cross-track scanning mode and the other is in either
a rotating azimuth scanning or a programmable azimuth
plane mode. The CERES FM4 shortwave radiometer
stopped functioning in March 2005. Since then, it has not
been able to provide daytime longwave radiances, and
both instruments have been placed in the cross-track
scanning mode. Therefore, in this study we will examine
the FM3 instrument only.
AIRS is an infrared grating array spectrometer
aboard NASA’s Aqua satellite (Aumann et al. 2003),
operating in cross-track scanning mode and recording
spectra at 2378 channels in three bands, that is, 3.74–4.61,
6.20–8.22, and 8.8–15.4 mm, with a resolving power
(y/Dy) of 1200. The nadir-view CERES and AIRS
footprints are 20 and 13.5 km, respectively. The AIRS
in-flight calibrations have shown a radiometric accuracy of 0.3 K or higher for a 250-K brightness temperature target (Pagano et al. 2003) and a spectral
accuracy of ;0.01 of the full width at half maximum
of each channel (Gaiser et al. 2003). AIRS has also
demonstrated excellent stability: Aumann et al. (2006)
estimated the accuracy to be better than 200 mK and
the stability to be better than 16 mK yr21, which is
equivalent to 0.71 W m22 or less for accuracy and
0.057 W m22 or less per year for stability. Using longer
AIRS time series, Aumann and Pagano (2008) updated
the stability estimate to ;4 mK yr21. AIRS measures
2.9 million spectra per day and achieves global coverage
within 2 days.
In this study we use the AIRS level-1B geolocated and
calibrated radiances. Only channels recommended by
the AIRS team for level-2 retrieval purposes are used.
AIRS radiances from the near-IR band (3.74–4.61 mm)
are not used for the reason that they can be affected
by daytime solar radiation. Data are then further
screened with a strict quality control procedure to
exclude possible bad spectra, as done in Huang and
Yung (2005).
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b. Collocation strategy
The collocated AIRS and CERES-FM3 measurements
are needed to ensure rigorous comparisons. The collocation criteria are identical to those used in Huang et al.
(2008) and Huang et al. (2010), namely, 1) the time interval between AIRS and CERES observations is within
8 s, and 2) the distance between the center of an AIRS
footprint and that of a CERES footprint on the surface is less than 3 km. These two criteria ensure that at
least 50% of the AIRS footprint is within the CERES
field of view, even if the scan angle goes to 6458. In practice, we only use AIRS data with scan angles within 6458.
Figure 1a shows a scatterplot of collocated CERES
unfiltered window channel radiances and AIRS radiances integrated over the same spectral range1 over
desert scenes in July 2005. Data points from both nighttime and daytime observations are lined up closely around
a slope. Correlation coefficients for the nighttime and
daytime observations are 0.997 and 0.998, respectively.
Figure 1b is the corresponding scatterplot for collocated
CERES unfiltered LW radiances and AIRS radiances
integrated over its longwave portion (i.e., 650–1620 cm21).
The correlation coefficients for the nighttime and daytime observations are 0.967 and 0.987, respectively.
Thus, though there is a little bit more spread than data
points in Fig. 1a, those in Fig. 1b are still tightly clustered
together.

3. Analysis and results
a. Methodology
Motivated by previous studies that used narrowband
radiance observation to estimate the outgoing longwave
flux (Ellingson et al. 1989; Lee et al. 2004, 2007), a linear
regression and prediction approach is employed to detect and assess the secular change of daytime CERES
LW unfiltered radiances with respect to the nighttime
counterparts. First, AIRS nighttime observations are
regressed onto the coincidental CERES nighttime observations via
6

ILW_CERES 5

å aj Ij

j51

1 b,

(1)

AIRS

1
Note the AIRS instrument has no full coverage for this
spectral range, which explains why the AIRS integrated radiance
is always smaller than the CERES WN unfiltered radiance.
AIRS covers ;65% of the spectral range of the CERES WN
channel and ;45% of the spectral range of the CERES LW
channel.

FIG. 1. (a) Scatterplots of CERES window channel radiances
(Edition 2) vs collocated AIRS radiances integrated over the same
spectral region (8.1–11.8 mm) over the clear-sky dark desert in July
2005. Nighttime (gray dots) and daytime (black dots) observations
are shown. Note that AIRS does not have full coverage over this
spectral region, which accounts for the AIRS integrated radiances
always being smaller than their CERES counterparts. (b) As in (a),
but for the AIRS radiances integrated over the longwave spectral
region vs the collocated CERES unfiltered LW radiance. Note
AIRS has no coverage between 0 and 650 cm21, which explains
why the AIRS integrated radiances are always much smaller than
their CERES counterparts on this plot.

where aj and b are regression coefficients to be determined, ILW_CERES is the CERES LW unfiltered radiances,
IjAIRS is the integration of AIRS radiances over all qualified AIRS channels in the jth band, that is,
Ij

5

AIRS

å IAIRS (yi ) dyi ,

(2)

yi 2Vj

where yi is the frequency of the ith AIRS channel dy i ﬃ
2400/y i, and Vj is one of following six spectral bands:
640–800 cm21 (CO2 band), 800–900 or 1070–1200 cm21
(atmospheric window regions), 900–990 cm21 (window
region with CO2 hot bands), 990–1070 cm21 (ozone
band), 1200–1400 cm21 (N2O band, CH4 Q branch, and
tail of H2O y2 band), or 1400–1620 cm21(H2O y2 band).
Once the regression coefficients (aj, b) are obtained,
they can be used to predict the LW unfiltered radiances
(Iest) based on AIRS radiances for both daytime and
nighttime observations. The relative difference between
ILW_CERES and Iest for each collocated observation is
rdiff 5

ILW_CERES 2 Iest
Iest

.

(3)
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TABLE 1. CERES unfiltered longwave broadband radiances
averaged over clear-sky oceans between 308S and 308N for January
2006 and 2007 and July 2005–07, the Januaries and Julys that the
FM3 operated in cross-track scanning mode. The standard deviation is given as well. Upper rows are CERES Edition 2 statistics
and lower rows are CERES Edition 3 statistics.

January 2006
January 2007
July 2005
July 2006
July 2007

FIG. 2. The PDF of rdiff as defined in the context. The rdiff describes the fractional difference between CERES LW unfiltered
radiance and LW radiance estimated from the collocated AIRS
radiances using regression coefficients derived from nighttime
observation alone. Four PDFs shown here are based on CERES
Edition 2 data of January 2006 (black curves) and 2007 (gray
curves). The rdiff of nighttime (solid lines) and daytime (solid–
dashed lines) data are shown.

For each individual month, (aj, b) are derived using
nighttime observations alone, and then they are used
to compute the probability distribution functions (PDFs)
of rdiff for daytime and nighttime observations, respectively. While the PDFs of rdiff could be different for
daytime and nighttime because of the diurnal variations
of water substances and temperatures, such a day–night
contrast in rdiff should not change appreciably with time.
If a drift in time is observed, it is assumed to be due to
a drift in the daytime ILW_CERES with respect to its nighttime counterpart over the same period, because the regression coefficients are always derived from the nighttime
observations in the same month. The 4 mK yr21 stability
of the AIRS instrument is equivalent to ;0.0016% drift
per year (assume a 250-K blackbody object). Therefore, as
long as the drift of rdiff is much larger than this value,
the contribution of the AIRS stability to the drift can
be neglected.
Examples of regression and PDFs of rdiff are shown in
Fig. 2 for collocated AIRS and CERES-FM3 observations (Edition 2) over the tropical clear-sky oceans in
January 2006 and January 2007. A CERES field of view
is deemed as clear sky if the coincident Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) pixellevel cloud coverage within the CERES field of view
(FOV) is no more than 0.1%. As expected, the PDFs of
nighttime rdiff are approximately Gaussian curves and
their means are 20.0080 and 20.0040 for January 2006
and January 2007, respectively. For the daytime, the

Daytime (W m22 sr21)

Nighttime (W m22 sr21)

96.52 6 3.54
96.66 6 3.55
96.78 6 3.82
96.91 6 3.81
97.08 6 3.89
97.04 6 3.83
97.05 6 3.77
97.04 6 3.75
96.79 6 3.86
96.81 6 3.88

96.18 6 3.79
96.68 6 3.81
96.13 6 4.08
96.56 6 4.10
96.45 6 3.89
96.78 6 3.87
96.70 6 3.79
96.96 6 3.78
96.59 6 4.02
96.84 6 4.05

PDFs are still Gaussian but the means are 20.025 and
20.027 for January 2006 and January 2007, respectively,
which are more deviated from zero compared to the
nighttime cases.
One cautious note is that the regression coefficients
(aj, b) are indeed sensitive to the lower boundary temperature (i.e., surface temperature for a clear sky or cloudtop temperature for a cloud deck) and the total column
water vapor. This is primarily because all six bands that
we used as predictors are sensitive to the lower boundary
temperatures, and many of them are also sensitive to water
vapor continuum absorption. Therefore, to avoid intrinsic
uncertainty associated with diurnal surface temperature, boundary layer, and cloud differences, it is desirable to choose observations over certain scene types
of which surface temperature has small diurnal variations and, ideally, small interannual variations as well. A
clear-sky oceanic scene is favored for these specific
reasons. To minimize the impact of the seasonal cycle,
we analyze data of the same month over different years
in which the FM3 operated at the cross-track scanning
mode. January and July are chosen and analyzed separately. Given the data availability and these constraints, observations over clear-sky oceans between
408S and 408N from two Januaries (2006 and 2007) and
three Julys (2005, 2006, and 2007) are used for Edition 2
data analysis in this study (Edition 2 data were produced
only up to 2007) . For Edition 3 data, five Januaries (2006–
10) and six Julys (2005–10) are available for analysis.
Table 1 summarizes the means and standard deviations
of ILW_CERES in the above-mentioned months when
both CERES Editions 2 and 3 data are available. As
expected, the diurnal variation and interannual variation are both small (;1% or even less). A seasonal difference ;0.3–0.5 W m 22 sr 21 exists in the I LW_CERES
between the January and July observations.
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FIG. 3. The shift of mean rdiff with respect to the mean rdiff of July 2005 [please refer to
Eq. (3) in the context for the definition of rdiff]. For nighttime, the changes are shown (filled
gray triangles). The standard deviations of the nighttime rdiff of each month are represented
(vertical bar). For the Julys, the shifts of daytime mean rdiff with respect to that of July 2005
are shown (circles) and for the Januaries, the shifts are also shown (diamonds); CERES
Edition 2 (filled) and CERES Edition 3 (open) data are shown. CERES Edition 2 only has
data up to 2007.

b. Results: Changes of rdiff with time
As described in section 2, rdiff and its PDF is calculated
from daytime and nighttime observations in each month
separately using the regression coefficients derived from
the nighttime observations of the same month. Figure 3
summarizes the changes of mean rdiff over the period
that we examine. As expected, the mean rdiff from the
nighttime measurements changes little over time with
respect to that of July 2005, the first data point in our
analysis, as does the standard deviations of nighttime
rdiff. As for the rdiff from daytime observations based on
CERES Edition 2 data, the mean rdiff produced from
three Julys from 2005 to 2007 drifts 20.11% yr21 and
such drift is statistically significant (p value 5 0.047) 2. The
change of mean rdiff from January 2006 to January 2007
is 20.09%, similar to the drift seen in the July data. Note
the mean rdiffs of Januaries have a systematic shift from
that of the Julys, which is due to seasonal differences in
temperature and water vapor that affect the regression
parameters. Such ;20.10% yr21 changes for CERES
Edition 2 data are consistent with the estimation by the

2
The drift and p value are derived from the linear regression of
three July data points. In this case, the degree of freedom is only
one but all linear regression statistics are still valid. The p value
refers to the probability that a set of randomly selected three values
would have a linear slope as large as the drift derived here (doublesided test).

CERES calibration team (Priestley et al. 2011), which is
;21.0% decade21 based on nadir-view time series of
all-sky LW unfiltered radiances over the oceans between
208S and 208N. Such drift is equivalent to a drift of
;2.5 W m22 decade21 in OLR, which is much larger
than the desired stability of the climate-quality OLR
measurement [i.e., ;0.2 W m22 decade21, see Ohring
et al. (2005)]. The dominant reason for this secular drift is
due to an incorrect adjustment to the SW portion of the
TOT channel in the Edition 2 calibration, which adjusted
all-sky radiances based on corrections derived from the
scenes of deep convective clouds (Priestley et al. 2011).
More detailed information about the corrections made in
Editions 2 and 3 to the SW portion of the TOT channel
can be found in LOE and Priestley et al. (2011).
Results based on CERES Edition 3 data (open circles and triangles in Fig. 3) have much smaller shift in
daytime rdiff. The linear trend derived from the 5 yr of
January data is 20.012 6 0.0097% yr21 [i.e., with the
95% confidence interval of the trend being (20.022%,
20.0023%) yr21]. Similarly, the July data yield a linear
trend of 20.016 6 0.015% yr21. Both trends are much
smaller than what are derived from the Edition 2 data
(Fig. 2). This shows the improvements that CERES
Edition 3 have achieved in correcting the secular drift
of the shortwave sensor. Note that the shift of January
results from the baseline 2005 July result is due to the
intrinsic sensitivity of regression results to the surface
temperature and lower-troposphere humidity. Hence,
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the window channel unfiltered radiances instead of the longwave
unfiltered broadband radiances. The open and filled circles are largely overlapping with each
other, so only the filled ones are clearly visible for July 2005–July 2007.

such a baseline difference between January and July
does not change from CERES Edition 2 to Edition 3.
Given a typical value of daytime ILW_CERES over the
tropical clear-sky ocean being ;97 W m22 sr21, the rdiff
shift is equivalent to a drift of tropical clear-sky daytime
LW radiance by ;20.103 W m22 sr21 yr21 for CERES
Edition 2 and ;0.013 W m22 sr21 yr21 drift for CERES
Edition 3. By assuming a simple Lambertian relation
between radiance and flux, the upper bound of drift in
daytime OLR is then 20.32 W m22 yr21 for Edition 2
and 20.041 W m22 yr21 for Edition 3. Tropical clear-sky
OLR is usually larger than clear-sky OLR from other
climate zones as well as the all-sky OLR. Therefore, these
estimates can be deemed as the upper-bound estimates
for the daytime OLR drift over the globe.
For comparisons, the rdiff statistics are calculated in
the same way but are done so for the CERES window
channel radiances and linear regression and predictions
from radiances integrated over all AIRS window channels. The results are shown in Fig. 4 for both the Edition
2 and Edition 3 data. The results from two different
editions are essentially identical for the window channel
radiances, and no large drift is shown as the one for the
case of Edition 2 on Fig. 3. As described in section 1, this
is consistent with our expectation because no SW measurements are involved in the derivation of window
channel radiance.

4. Conclusions and discussion
Utilizing the coincidental measurements from AIRS
and CERES, we conducted a case study using spectrally
resolved radiance to assess the secular drift in daytime
CERES LW unfiltered radiances with respect to the

nighttime ones, as well as to assess how such drift has been
addressed in different versions of broadband data products. A spectrometer with high spectral resolution, high
calibration accuracy, and stable performance, such as
AIRS, provides a new angle to assess such secular drift. A
secular drift about 20.10% yr21 is identified for CERES
Edition 2, which is consistent with other assessments using
a different method. For the newly available CERES
Edition 3, the drift is reduced to approximately 20.012
to 20.016% yr21. As long as the analysis and regression
are carefully done (e.g., there is a selection of scene
types with small diurnal variations and a selection of the
same month each year to avoid seasonal fluctuation),
then the amplitude of such drift can be assessed by using
collocated AIRS and CERES measurements. We note
here that the instrument trend would be nonlinear, though
conventionally it is presented as a change of fixed value
over a time interval (e.g., either per year or per decade).
While previous studies established the synergy between
AIRS and CERES in the detailed understandings of
longwave flux and in evaluating climate models (Huang
et al. 2008, 2010), this study shows the synergy of two
measurements at the radiance level. An appropriate intercomparison of radiances from two instruments in an
appropriate way could be informative and provide useful
assessments for the instrument and its data products.
While this study only focuses on the daytime drift relative
to the nighttime CERES radiances, a similar method
could be applied to a long-term AIRS and CERES time
series to help evaluate the stability of the nighttime LW
radiances over the years. This shall be the focus of our
follow-up studies.
We attribute the majority of the drift shown in the
Edition 2 data to the spectral degradation of the SW
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component of the TOT channel resulting from the following facts: 1) As showed in Fig. 4, the WN channel does
not show a discernible difference between daytime and
nighttime observations. The WN radiance does not rely
on the SW component of the TOT channel, and it is
more sensitive to the surface temperature than the
LW broadband radiance. As far as we know, there is
no report or finding to show that the diurnal variability
of ocean surface temperature has changed over the
Aqua period. 2) The drift is largely removed in CERES
Edition 3 in which the SW degradation effect has been
corrected. These facts both support the attribution to
the instrument issue instead of to any real physical
long-term change in diurnal variability of sea surface
temperature.
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